Eric Jackson-President, Ag Services for Conservis

Over the last five years, Conservis has been working to solve the puzzle...

Larger farming enterprises with multiple operational areas where a more automated and integrated approach to data management could greatly increase efficiency, reliability, accuracy and timeliness for owners and operators.

We started with grain operations in North America and have added Australia, Eastern Europe and livestock to our solution set. Our customers are large-scale family farms and institutional operations that operate across large geographies with complex businesses.
The right tools to manage your operation.

Our platform was built using proven tools and best practices from the manufacturing and service industries, tailored for large scale agriculture. Core functions include:

- Planning and budgeting
- Purchasing and Inventory management
- Production and logistics management
- Harvest and distribution management
- Contracts, settlements and marketing

Tasks for the field worker

Clipboard for the manager

Office for the office manager
Conservis Data Hub.

Single location
Common format
Integrity and consistency
Multiple incoming streams
Multiple outgoing streams
Single source for reporting
"Our vision is to be the leading independent voice of scientifically-driven recommendations for farmers and agriculture partners"
Big Data in Agriculture

Chris Harbourt, Ph.D.

- Lifetime in Agriculture and Ag business (From corn, beans, turf, sugarcane, rice, cotton, pome fruit, canola, citrus, wheat and sugar beets)
- BS in Biological Systems Engineering from Virginia Tech
- MS and PhD in Agricultural Engineering from the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign.
- Internationally recognized expert in Ag-Chem. Fate/Transport and Hydrology with over 16 years experience.
- Solved national and global modeling problems with highly granular datasets
- Structuring and developing both historical and predictive modeling efforts across agriculture
- Designed/Run regional and national raw data collection efforts in agriculture (the hard stuff on the ground)
Agrible is my 2nd career growth-business. Originally from New Jersey but now calls St. Joseph home along side my wife, Susan, and two sons James and Mark. In my free time I am a pilot, coach youth soccer, and enjoy surfing, ocean kayaking, and am a classic car nut.